JOURNAL   OF   ARNOLD   BENNETT
Thursday, April yd.
Hugh de Selincourt came in the afternoon, and left yesterday
afternoon. His face is getting more and more strikingly bizarre
in its line, and his hair much greyer. He said Coleridge's " Ode
to Dejection " was one of the supreme things. He was convinced
that both Lord and Lady Northcliffe were " dead keen " on his
work, and that satellites in the Mail office were up against him.
Anyhow he had received two autograph letters from Northcliffe,
and Lady Northclifie, in response to a long telegram from its
parents, had been to see the baby Bridget. At present de S.
gets £100 down and 15 per cent, royalty, and he has published
seven books. These details will be precious in 50 years.
Unable to resume my novel yet, though I am now on the very
edge of doing so.
Friday, April 4th.
Yesterday morning I wrote a complete 1,500 word article,
" Phenomena at Covent Garden ", for the New Statesman—a gift
to the Webbs, due to the skilful fascinations of Beatrice Webb.
I was tired after it. I read Coleridge's " Ode to Dejection ", and
liked it, but didn't think it one of the supreme things in the
language. . . . Another of an intermittent series of bad nights,
so that I couldn't resume novel this morning as I meant to do.
Receipts of " Great Adventure " at Kingsway mounting up.
Which inspirited me somewhat.
Monday, April *jth.
Last week, being in need of an mspirationalbuckhig-up, I dropped
"War and Peace" and read Balzac's "Cur6 de Tours" and
" Pierrette '*. Latter better than Saintsbury says it is. Balzac
was an ignorant and a crude man, often childish in his philoso-
phising. But if he had been properly educated and influenced
he would have been a great social philosopher. His aperpus are
' often astounding. And his vitality is terrific. He is full of
inspiring and agreeable ornament. Nothing of the kind in
Tolstoy, All a flat recital. Often dull, unless you give yourself
to it. But if you do, he is never dull. Some of Tolstoy's long
descriptions (such as of the wolf-hunt on Count Hza's estate) are
extremely beautiful. Natasha is the most beautiful character-
anyhow up to p. 700 or so, where I now am.
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